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The growth of state auxiliary organs increases the possibility of conflicting authority. Regrettably, the Indonesian Constitutional Court can only settle authority disputes between constitutional state organs. It is based on Article 24C 1945 Constitution jo. Article 61 Constitutional Court Act 2003 jo. Article 2 Constitutional Court Regulation No. 08/PMK/2006. Thus, how does authority dispute resolution involve state auxiliary organs? This subject is addressed by normative legal research, which examines secondary evidence in the form of laws, Constitutional Court decisions, and doctrines. Based on the statutory and conceptual approaches, it is found that the rule of legal standing leads to multiple interpretations about which state organ can have a legal standing in the constitutional court. Furthermore, the legal standing requirements are quite narrow and need to be strengthened to respond to the constitutional dynamics in Indonesia, particularly with the emergence of state auxiliary organs. According to this study, state auxiliary organs, particularly those with constitutional importance, can fulfill legal standing standards. While for the authority dispute which involves other state auxiliary organs, it can be resolved based on their legitimacy. Therefore, Constitutional Court Regulation No. 08/PMK/2006 must be revised to accommodate the
A. Introduction

Indonesia has two types of state organs including constitutional state organs and state auxiliary organs. A constitutional state organ is the state organ that has authority based on the 1945 Constitution, while a state auxiliary organ is the state organ that has authority based on legislation rules. After the reformation in 1998, formed by either the president or the House of Representatives, the state auxiliary organ grew rapidly. State auxiliary organ is one of the effects of reformation. The state's auxiliary organ growth has an impact on its effectiveness. Many state auxiliary organs have overlapping authority, which potentially raises conflict among them. Not only cases among state auxiliary organs, but also constitutional state organs, local governments, and state auxiliary organs about the duties and authorities of each institution.

The number of state auxiliary organs in Indonesia that have the potential to cause disputes is not balanced by the existence of authority dispute resolution organs. Authority disputes can be resolved at the Indonesian Constitutional Court, but its jurisdiction to decide the authority disputes has been limited based on Article 24C (1) of the 1945 Constitution. The Indonesian Constitutional Court has four functions based on article 24C (1) of the 1945 Constitution: 1) to review the law against the 1945 Constitution, 2) to decide the authority dispute among state organs with the authority given by the 1945 Constitution, 3) to decide the dissolution of political parties, and 4) to decide a dispute over the result of the election.

One of four jurisdictions of the Indonesian Constitutional Court is to decide authority disputes among state organs, but that jurisdiction has a limitation (only the state organ which the authority given by the 1945 Constitution can fulfill that jurisdiction). That jurisdiction is unclear so the petitioner has his or her interpretation for that jurisdiction. There is an impact on many state organs either constitutional state organs or state auxiliary organs that filed the dispute to the Indonesian Constitutional Court. According to the Indonesian Constitutional Court decision, the number of cases handled by the Indonesian Constitutional Court involves more state auxiliary organs than constitutional state organs.

The limitation of the constitutional court’s jurisdiction to decide the authority dispute has consequences that can be resolved by the constitutional court. Related to this problem, Asshiddiqie argued that the state auxiliary organ can fulfill legal standing criteria if the state auxiliary organ has constitutional importance such as the General Election Commission and Election Supervisory Agencies. Both are state auxiliary organs, but they are mentioned in the 1945 Constitution, especially in Article 22E (5). State auxiliary organs with constitutional importance can have legal standing in authority disputes at the Indonesian Constitutional Court, especially in Article 22E (5).
but that research still leaves a question. Therefore, the novelty in this paper is more formulating the resolution of authority disputes involving state auxiliary organs. The formulation aims to answer constitutional dynamics and provide solutions in the event of authority disputes.

**B. Discussion**

1. **Types of State Organs in Indonesia**

One of the separation power theories is “trias politica”. The concept of “trias politica” is a normative principle, it means to anticipate the abuse of power. The implementation of the separation of power is the existence of state organs, and each state has various types of separation of power implementation based on the checks and balances principle. State organs can also be called civilized organizations. Indonesia has some differences in mentioning state organs, such as organs, institutions, or commissions. State organs are formed by the state, from the state, for the state to develop that state. The use of the term “state organs” is confirmed in Tap MPRS Number XX.MPRS/1996. Asshiddiqie argued that the definition of state organs, in general, should not be limited.

After the amendment of the 1945 Constitution, there are five changes of state organs, including the definition, legitimation, variation, authority, and relation. The concept of state organs has two elements: organ and functie. The organ is the space, while functie is the body of the organ. Generally, a state organ becomes an element of the state constitution. According to G. Jellinek, state organs are classified as “unmitterbar” and “mitterbar”. Those categorized as “unmitterbar” are state organs that are formed by the constitution, while the “mitterbar” ones are state organs that depend on the “unmitterbar” organs. Jeddawi argued that state organs have two categories, those are state organs and independent state organs. Indonesia has various state organs, such as:
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2. **An Overview of Legal Standing of Authority Dispute in Indonesian Constitutional Court**

The Constitutional Court is a part of judicial power. The Indonesian Constitutional Court was established after the third amendment of the 1945 Constitution. The authority of the Indonesian Constitutional Court is mentioned in Article 24C of the 1945 Constitution. The establishment of the Indonesian Constitutional Court is based on two perspectives; those are political perspective and judicial perspective. The establishment of the Constitutional Court aims to preserve the constitution and democratic ideals.

Based on Article 24C (1) of the 1945 Constitution, the Indonesian Constitutional Court has four authorities, namely judicial review, authority dispute resolution, dissolution of political parties, and election dispute resolution. Furthermore, the Indonesian Constitutional Court has one obligation, which is to give an impeachment decision. Generally, a constitutional court has many competencies, including constitution-drafting jurisdiction, judicial review of legislative acts, jurisdiction over officials and agencies, and jurisdiction over political parties.

As part of Indonesian Constitutional Court authorities, authority dispute resolution has limitation authorities. The limitation is mentioned in the legal standing criteria. The terms of legal standing criteria on authority dispute resolution at the Indonesian Constitutional Court are based on Article 24C (1) and (2) of the 1945 Constitution. That term is explained by Article 61 (1) of the Law Number 24 of 2003 on the Constitutional Court. That term is explained in Article 2 of the Constitutional Court Regulation Number 08/PMK/2006.

---

The phrase “another state organ” evokes ambiguity. The constitutional court does not have an interpretation of a state organ’s status and determines which state organ can be the subject of authority dispute on the constitutional court.\textsuperscript{29} That phrase shows that the state organ mentioned in that phrase is not limited and has a probability for further interpretation.\textsuperscript{30}

That term raises an opportunity to state auxiliary organs as legal standing. Having a different opinion, Fadjar\textsuperscript{31} stated that legal standing on authority disputes at the Indonesian Constitutional Court uses a “moderate plus” interpretation. State organs can be legal standing in authority disputes, such as the People’s Consultative Assembly, President, House of Representatives, Regional House of Representatives, Audit Boards, and local government. While state auxiliary organs cannot be legal standing of authority dispute. Contrary to the previous opinion, Asshiddiqie disagreed and argued that state auxiliary organs can have legal standing in authority disputes, but the condition of state organs must have constitutional importance.

Many state auxiliary organs have reported their dispute to the Indonesian Constitutional Court. From 2003 until 2020, the authority dispute resolution in the Indonesian Constitutional Court was dominated by the state auxiliary organs as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The Petitioner of Authority Dispute Resolution in Indonesian Constitutional Court 2003-2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF STATE ORGANS</th>
<th>CASES</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 State Auxiliary Organs</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Constitutional State Organs</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Others</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>26</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The Constitutional Court, Januari 2020

Table 1 shows that forty-two percent or eleven of twenty-six authority dispute cases that have been handled by the Indonesian Constitutional Court involve state auxiliary organs, and six of eleven cases that involve state auxiliary organs are unqualified for legal standing criteria. Only two state auxiliary organs are qualified for the legal standing, those are the General Election Commission and the Election Supervisory Agency. The jury argues that the General Election Commission and Election Supervisory Agency are state organs that have authority based on article 22E (5) of the 1945 Constitution even though that authority should be regulated by law.

3. The Mechanism of Authority Dispute Resolution Based on the Classification of State Auxiliary Organs
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The Authority dispute arises when a state organ which has constitutional authority has taken, subtracted, blocked, ignored, and/or harmed by another state organ. Authority dispute resolution among constitutional state organs is an authority of the Indonesian Constitutional Court, but how about the Authority dispute resolution among state auxiliary organs? Indonesia has a lot of state auxiliary organs. State auxiliary organs potentially have overlapping authority, so that it may rise a Authority dispute. The indicator of the potential of Authority dispute among state auxiliary organs can be seen from the increasing number of cases of Authority dispute among state organs in the Indonesian Constitutional Court. To resolve the problem, the writer aimed to formulate how Authority dispute resolution among state auxiliary organs is.

Table 2. The Formula of Authority Dispute Resolution Based on the Classification of State Auxiliary Organ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPES OF CASE</th>
<th>PETITIONER</th>
<th>DEFENDANT</th>
<th>RESPONDENT</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>Constitutional state organ</td>
<td>Constitutional Court</td>
<td>Directly</td>
<td>1. The Constitutional Court Decision Number 3/SKLN-X/2012 2. The Constitutional Court Decision Number 3/SKLN-XI/2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>Constitutional Court</td>
<td>Directly</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ with constitutional importance and depend on constitutional state organ</td>
<td>Constitutional state organ or state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>Constitutional Court</td>
<td>Depending on the constitutional state organ</td>
<td>1. The Constitutional Court Decision Number 1/SKLN-X/2012 2. The Constitutional Court Decision Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>State auxiliary organ which depends on the constitutional state organ</th>
<th>State auxiliary organ which depends on the constitutional state organ</th>
<th>State organ which forms it</th>
<th>Directly</th>
<th>Dissenting opinion among the ministry about their competence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ which depends on the constitutional state organ</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ which depends on the constitutional state organ</td>
<td>State organ which forms it</td>
<td>Directly</td>
<td>Dissenting opinion among the ministry about their competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ which depends on state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ which depends on state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance</td>
<td>State auxiliary organ that have main competence</td>
<td>Directly</td>
<td>1. The Constitutional Court Decision No. 27/SKLN-VI/2008 2. The Constitutional Court Decision No. 1/SKLN-X/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Analysed from the primary source.

That formula is used as a petitioner’s attempt to get the petition fulfilled in the condition of Legal Standing. However, that formula does not ensure compliance with the Legal Standing. The jury has the freedom to interpret which state organ qualifies the Legal Standing based on the legal principle of the constitutional procedure of independent and impartial. Independent means that a jury as a guardian and an interpreter of the constitution has the freedom to assess which state organ qualifies Legal Standing and cannot be intervened by anyone.

C. Conclusion

Indonesia has three types of state organs, including constitutional state organs, state auxiliary organs, and local government. State auxiliary organ in Indonesia has various types, those are state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance (independent state organ), state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance and depends on the constitutional state organ, and state auxiliary organ which depends on the constitutional state organ. Various state auxiliary organs potentially raise an authority dispute because of the overlapping authority among state auxiliary organs. The Indonesian Constitutional Court should handle authority disputes involving state auxiliary organs. But up until now, state auxiliary organs have never been granted in dispute settlement in the Indonesian Constitutional Court; instead, their applications have been consistently denied due to a lack of legal standing. The Indonesian Constitutional Court needs to strengthen its jurisdiction by having the capacity to settle authority disputes involving state auxiliary organs, particularly those that have constitutional importance. This speaks to the dynamics and legal void in Indonesia—considering that the
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1945 Indonesian Constitution effectively grants direct jurisdiction to state auxiliary organs of constitutional significance.

D. Suggestion

Based on the experience of Indonesian Constitutional Court, the state auxiliary organ can be a Legal Standing if it has constitutional importance. Thus, the state auxiliary organ without constitutional importance (state auxiliary organ which depends on constitutional state organ) can be resolved by constitutional state organ which forms it. A Authority dispute among the ministry can be resolved by the president. Furthermore, for the Authority dispute among state auxiliary organs, which depend on state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance, can be resolved by the Indonesian Constitutional Court, with special methods that depends on state auxiliary organ with constitutional importance. That concept can be used as a reference to revise Constitutional Court Regulation Number 08/PMK/2006 so that certain state auxiliary organs can become parties to disputes in the Constitutional Court.
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